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Abstract

Extended Place/transition Net (EPN) that is one of software formal modeling languages consists of the parts of PN and VDM++. The PN part deals with state transitions of software. On the other hand, the VDM++ part deals with actions and guards on the transitions, and requires skills of system engineers who construct EPN models. We propose an extended training technique of EPN-based modeling using visual blocks for the VDM++ part. The visual blocks implemented by Blockly will be useful to accelerate the trainees' understanding of syntactical aspects of VDM++, and thus they are introduced into each step of the existing training technique for EPN-based modeling. The effectiveness of the proposed technique is discussed through a preliminary experiment using our prototype tool.
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1. Introduction

Extended Place/transition Net (EPN) [1] is one of formal modeling languages that can be used to analyze, design, and test software from the abstracted viewpoint of its behavior. It consists of the parts of PN [2] and VDM++ [3]. The PN part deals with state transitions of software. On the other hand, the VDM++ part deals with actions and guards on the transitions.

System engineers will sometimes face the difficulty of using EPN, since it includes special syntax. To address this problem, some studies of training/learning support techniques for software modeling have been conducted. As the first of a series of the studies, [4] describes a training support technique for bug fixing in EPN-based modeling. In the technique, animated graphics were introduced so that trainees can intuitively understand the meaning of given faulty EPN models and the results of their bug fixing. After that, in order to focus on modeling itself, Ue et al. [5] modified the previous technique, and constructed a learning support technique for PN-based modeling. Additionally, in order to focus on EPN that has higher representation power than PN, we extend the previous technique, and proposed a training technique for EPN-based modeling [6]. The technique was designed for personal on-demand training, and consists of the following three steps (overview):

[Step 1] A trainer creates an exercise that includes software requirements (that is, questions in the exercise), correct EPN models that satisfy the
software requirements (that is, correct answers in the exercise), and components that the correct/incorrect EPN models consist of.

[Step 2] A trainee reads the software requirements, and tries to assemble his/her EPN model from the components.

[Step 3] The trainee's EPN model is checked according to the correct EPN models.

In order to support the trainee, Step 2 provides (i) VDM++ specifications that are generated from the trainee's EPN model and (ii) reference documents of VDM++. However, there is still room to improve the training for VDM++ part of EPN.

We propose an extended training technique of EPN-based modeling using visual blocks for the VDM++ part. The visual blocks that look like the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle are well-known and well-used in the field of programming education, and play an important role in visual programming. Existing visual programming support tools such as Blockly [7] can be used in our technique. The visual blocks will be useful to accelerate the trainee's understanding of syntactical aspects of VDM++, and thus they are introduced into each step of the previous training technique for EPN-based modeling.

This paper is organized as follows. The extended training technique is proposed in section 2, and then the effectiveness is discussed in section 3. Finally, we show conclusion and future work in section 4.

2. Extended Training Technique

In this section, we propose an extended training technique of EPN-based modeling using visual blocks for the VDM++ part (hereinafter, the extended technique). Each step of the previous technique discussed in section 1 is extended as follows.

In Step 1, a trainer creates visual blocks, and then block-structured actions and guards (that is, the VDM++ parts of the correct EPN models). The visual blocks are chiefly classified into statements/expressions, operators, and operands. An example of the visual blocks that were implemented by Blockly is shown in Fig. 1 (a). The block-structured actions and guards are assembled from the visual blocks. An example of a block-structured guard that were implemented by Blockly is shown in Fig. 1 (b). After that, the trainer creates block-based components to give a trainee fill-in-the-blank questions with multiple choices. The block-based components are classified into fill-in-the-blank components and choice components. They are created by disassembling the block-structured actions and guards. The way of disassembling determines the degree of difficulty of the exercise. An example of a fill-in-the-blank component and choice components, which was created from Fig. 1 (b), is shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), respectively. Additionally, in order to increase the degree of difficulty, the trainer will be able to create faulty (mutated) block-based components that lead a trainee to construct his/her incorrect EPN models. Note that the PN part and other materials of the exercise in the extended technique are the same as ones in the previous technique.

In Step 2, the way of constructing the PN part in the extended technique is the same as the way in the previous technique. If a trainee selects a transition to construct its action or guard in his/her EPN model, he/she receives a complete set of the block-based components. The trainee
tries to select an appropriate fill-in-the-blank component from the set. Additionally, the trainee tries to choose appropriate choice components from the set, and then tries to fill in the blanks with them. After that, the action or guard of the selected transition is immediately checked according to one in the correct EPN models. In this study, we use Blockly and are developing a prototype of a tool that supports the extended technique. Fig. 3 shows partial screenshots of the prototype tool that supports this step.

In Step 3, the PN part in the trainee’s EPN model is checked according to one in the correct EPN models. Note that the constructing of the PN part, the constructing and checking of the VDM++ part are concurrently performed in Step 2 in the extended technique.

3. Discussion

We performed a preliminary experiment using prototype tools to discuss the effectiveness of the extended technique.

We created two types of exercises on the subject of an elevator control system, and set them on the old prototype tool (discussed in [6]) and the new prototype tool (discussed in section 2), respectively. After that, three trial users, that is, three undergraduate students in our laboratory tackled the exercises in the order of using the new one and the old one. In the three, the two are beginners of EPN, and the rest is researching on an EPN-related field. Before the tackling of the exercises, we made oral explanations about EPN and how to use the prototype tools to the three. During the tackling, we observed the behavior of each of the three. Also, we added oral explanations, if one had any questions. After the tackling, the three answered our questionnaire. After the first trial user finished tackling, we fixed some bugs and improved the description of software requirements. As the result of this preliminary experiment, we found the following:

- In the new one, the trial users seemed to need more detailed software requirements, and seemed to think that the degree of the difficulty of the exercises is relatively high. In other words, the new one will give more practical training, since the trial users seemed to need a deeper understanding of software requirements to construct their EPN models.
- In the new one, the trial users seemed to be able to intuitively understand the syntactical rules and structures of VDM++ to some extent by the visual blocks that were implemented by Blockly. Also, Blockly seemed to have improved the usability of our prototype tool.
- In the new one, the early checking of each action and guard in Step 2 seemed to help the trial users to understand and construct.
- The preparation of the exercises in the old one needed a great amount of our efforts, but it was smaller than the amount of our efforts to prepare the exercises in the new one.

We will need the improvement of the prototype tool and additional experiments with many trial users to reveal the effectiveness more clearly.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed an extended training technique of EPN-based modeling using visual blocks for VDM++ part. In the step of creating an exercise, a trainer creates block-based components for actions and guards in order to give a trainee fill-in-the-blank questions with
multiple choices. In the step of tackling the exercise, each action or guard of a selected transition in a trainee's EPN model is immediately checked according to one in trainer's correct EPN models. We performed a preliminary experiment using prototype tools, and found that the extended technique will give more practical training, will help trainees to understand to some extent, will require a greater amount of trainer's efforts to prepare exercises, and so on.

In future study, we need to discuss (1) the effectiveness of giving more detailed software requirements to trainees, (2) training techniques based on abstracted software requirements, and (3) techniques of supporting the preparation of exercises. Furthermore, the visual blocks will be useful also to construct EPN models in actual software development, and may be introduced into EPN-based software modeling tools.
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